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·	 Dimensions of the object under modelling
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·	 Frequency range of excitation
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AAnalytical Formulation for the 










 5&A Developments in the Transmission-Line Modelling 
Method for Electromagnetic Compatibility Studies
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AEfficient Modelling of Thin 
Conducting Sheets within the TLM Method
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6'ASplit-Step TLM (SS 
TLM): A New Scheme for Accelerating Electromagnetic-Field 
Simulation


















 5A The Transmission-Line Matrix method – Theory 
and Applications






















5AMicrowave Circuit Modeling 
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Method for Electromagnetic Compatibility Studies
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	 Hollow metallic waveguide method
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C	 Network analyzer safety precaution
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Electromagnetic Coupling Between Wires Inside a Rectangular Cavity 
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·	 The Drude model
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·	 The TLM solver
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